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QubicaAMF
Unlimited Possibilities.
Attracting people of all ages, from all around the world,
bowling continues to be a popular pastime—and a profitable
business.
QubicaAMF has everything you need to transform your facility
from a place to throw strikes and make spares—to a preferred
destination.
Whether you’re opening a new facility, or modernizing an
exisitng one, you won’t find a better partner than QubicaAMF.
No other company offers the breadth of products and
solutions, or depth of experience. And no one knows how to
make your dreams a reality quite like we do.

Take a close look at our:
• 	Advanced scoring and multimedia systems designed to
entertain every customer type
• Center management systems to improve your efficiency
and profitability
•	The most durable and entertaining lanes to suit your
business model
•	The most intelligent and reliable pinspotters on the market
to speed play and reduce maintenance costs
•	High-quality front end equipment and furniture to make
playing more pleasurable for your bowlers
•	House balls, rental shoes and pins that deliver comfort and
record-setting scores
•	A great mini-bowling solution to up your revenue-persquare-foot
Turn to QubicaAMF to keep your business rolling.

Proud supporter of
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SCORING AND CENTER
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Our applications work together—to set
your business apart.
Run your operation with pinpoint accuracy and efficiency. Dazzle
customers with unique environments, games and stunning
visuals. Boost return business by rewarding your best players.
Offer a unique experience with every visit. Make your birthday
parties something they’ll tell their friends about.
QubicaAMF makes all this possible—and more.

Consider our:
•	Bowler Entertainment Systems (BES)
• Conqueror Pro and Conqueror Universal Management Systems
• Multi-Media Systems (MMS)
• 	Trouble Call Systems (TCS)
• 	AccuVision LCD Monitors
• 	Themed Birthday Party Solution
• 	Player’s Club Loyalty Solution
• Web Reservations Solution
• 	Your Lane, Your Way Solution
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Mike Aulby,
Owner,
Arrowhead Bowl, IN

Randy Thompson,
Owner,
Plaza Lanes Family
Sports Complex, IA

“We now have the opportunity to offer our
customers a unique bowling experience every
time they visit our
center.”

“Our projections for fall leagues appear to
be even so far with last year (1,785 bowlers)
however, our open bowling has been on
a continual 20% monthly increase since
installing BES.”
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CONQUEROR PRO

The world’s most scalable, upgradeable and fully integrated bowling center
management system.
Running a bowling center or Family Entertainment
Center (FEC) can be incredibly complex. To be
successful you need visibility into your entire
operation, and the tools to take control. You need
Conqueror Pro from QubicaAMF.
Conqueror Pro gives you total control—from security
to pricing to lane control. You can control every
aspect of your business, even when you’re not
there. It lets you recognize and reward your bowlers,
simplify transactions and reduce wait time. But
most important, it empowers you to build customer
relationships, and your business.

Conqueror Pro delivers:
• 	A complete center management system
• 	The ability to control every aspect of your business,
with one integrated system
• 	Automatic internet updates

Frequent Bowler Tracker

Conqueror Pro tracks and reports purchases and play
habits, offering a powerful tool to build profitable
customer relationships. Plus, features like gift card
and member point collection management help
reward loyalty and promote repeat visits.

Advanced Reservations

Through real-time interaction with lanes, plus the
ability to manage deposits and payments, our fully
integrated electronic booking system gives you the
power to maximize lane usage—and profits.

Lane Control

Our Lane Management module talks to your
reservation system, waiting list, POS and more. So
you’ll see the full status of your center at a glance—
and have complete control at your fingertips.

Bowling Modes and Dynamic Pricing
Features & Advantages:
Total Integration

From lanes to employees, remote center management
to customized setup, all Conqueror Pro modules are
fully integrated so you can deliver a complete nonstop bowling experience to your customers—with
total peace of mind.

Seamless Point of Sale (POS) Transactions

Conqueror Pro’s user-friendly interface and total
integration ensure customers can enjoy attractions
across your entire center with a single bill at
checkout—making it easier for them to spend more
in your facility.
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Stop worrying if your staff is offering the right
promotion at the right time. Conqueror Pro lets you
link price keys and lane options to specific times
or days of the week, and present unique deals for
holidays and special events.

Automatic Internet Updates

An industry-first, Conqueror Pro can ensure your
modules are running all the latest enhancements by
downloading updates right off the internet. It’s one
less thing for you to worry about.

Remote Center Management

Manage your center even when you’re not there—
with Conqueror Remote, which gives you secure
system access through any internet connection.
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CONQUEROR UNIVERSAL

Build a more profitable future with your existing scoring system.
Want to harness the power and potential of
Conqueror Pro without changing your existing scoring
system? You can with Conqueror Universal. It’s a
great step toward modernizing your center. And it’s
an investment that stays with you as you grow.

Enjoy:
• 	The management power of Conqueror Pro
• Compatible with many legacy scoring systems
• 	Total security and control to run your business the
way you want to

Features & Advantages:

Conqueror Universal provides many of the same
modules as Conqueror Pro, like—

Plus, Conqueror Universal offers these great benefits:

Compatible With Legacy Scoring Systems

Conqueror Universal is compatible with many legacy
scoring systems, including BOSS, AccuScore XL,
AccuScore Plus, AccuScore I and II, MagicScore, and
Brunswick AS -80 and AS -90. No other system offers
such wide compatibility. (Coming soon: Brunswick
FrameWorx)

Multi-Center Functionality

If you’re a multi-unit operator working with a variety
of scoring, management and POS systems, Conqueror
Universal lets you use the same management system
across your entire organization. Your headaches will
subside, and your operational efficiency will soar.

•	POS Seamless Transaction
• Frequent Bowler Tracker
•	Advanced Reservations
•	Bowling Modes and Dynamic Pricing
•	Automatic Internet Updates
• 	Remote Control and Configuration
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BOWLER ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

Discover the world’s only complete Bowler Entertainment System.
More than a scoring system. Our Bowler Entertainment
System (BES) is a powerful marketing tool that truly
transforms your center by providing an array of
themed environments and on-lane entertainment
including three-dimensional sights, sounds and
amazing animations.
With 18 environments and 17 different games, you
can provide a fresh, unforgettable experience for your
customers every time they visit your center, every
game they bowl. From families to teens to seniors
to league and tournament bowlers, kids to adults,
BES offers something for everyone. It’s designed to
drive repeat visits and an increased number of games
bowled. And, it’s available only from QubicaAMF.

BES delivers:
• 	Unmatched on-lane entertainment for every
market segment
• Modularity, scalability and upgradability—to grow
with you as your business grows
•	The cinema-like video and sound quality your
customers expect

Features & Advantages:
An Unmatched Variety of On-Lane
Entertainment

Unlike other systems, BES provides 35 environments
and games to choose from. Including Classic Games
like No Tap, 3-6-9, Best Ball, Low Game and more.
Plus, global games involving bowlers from multiple
lanes in a combined entertainment experience,
including Sledge Hammer, Rocky Road Race and Lucky
Train. Not to mention several Skill Games and Special
Event Games like Christmas Joy and Birthday Wheel.
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Seamless Integration

Driven by our Conqueror Pro management system, BES
is fully integrated with all other QubicaAMF systems, like
On-Lane Redemption, TCS and MMS, offering a multitude
of options to enhance your operational efficiency.

Cinema-Like Video And Sound Quality

Today’s customers demand high quality animation,
video and graphics like they see in the best video
games and feature-length films. They get this with BES.

Modular And Upgradeable

QubicaAMF has continuously improved BES since its
launch in 2002. Thanks to a modular and upgradeable
structure, it’s designed to grow with you. Plus, with
new themed environments and on-lane games in
the pipeline, it ensures your center will remain a fun
destination for years to come.

Advanced TV Capabilities

BES provides full TV capabilities, easy integration with
QubicaAMF AccuVision monitors, along with lane-by-lane
multi-channel management. What’s more, you’ll enjoy
complete freedom to control it all from the front desk.

Industrial-Strength Design

BES is no PC. It’s a robust system designed to deliver
the highest performance in the tough curtain wall
environment 24/7, with the lowest risk of interruption.
Powered by a tailored version of the Linux operating
system, it’s built to our demanding specifications and
uses no third-party software.

Zero Moving Parts

Providing superior reliability, BES has no hard drive, no
delicate moving parts, and requires no fan to keep it
from overheating. So you can count on fun, excitement
and performance—day after day.
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QUBICAAMF SOLUTIONS
Themed Birthday
Solution
The Themed Birthday Party Solution offers a unique
experience that ties to the Bowler Entertainment
System. Kids can choose from an Oceano, Prehistorica
or Fairy Tales theme on the table and see the same
graphics on the lanes! They even get to take home
a Fun Box with an interactive CD reminding them to
come back to your center again soon.

Our Themed Birthday Party Solution includes:
•	Attractive center marketing materials and
tableware kits
• 	Party Host Success Training Guide
• Manager’s Training and Procedures Manual
• QubicaAMF Themed ‘Fun Boxes’ for each child
• 	Parent ‘Survival’ Guide
• Website Showcase
• QubicaAMF marketing training and support

Players Club
Solution

Your Lane, Your Way
Solution
The Your Lane, Your Way (YLYW) Solution lets players
choose their on-lane themed environment every game
they bowl, every time they visit—for guaranteed fun.
So, they’re likely to bowl more games and come back
more often. With YLYW in your center, why would
they go anywhere else?

This innovative Solution includes:
• Center marketing kit with posters, table tents,
promotional buttons and more
• Manager’s Training and Procedures Manual
• Website Showcase
• QubicaAMF marketing training and support

Web Reservations
Solution

Rewarding customers for their loyalty is one of the
best ways to keep them coming back. And Players Club
lets you do exactly that. A complete loyalty program,
Players Club allows you to offer points customers
can redeem for Play Cash, Gift Cards or themed
merchandise in your center.

Save them time and give your customers what they
want: anytime, anywhere convenience. Integrated
with your existing web site, the Web Reservations
Solution lets you book, collect payment and drive
promotions all online, 24/7, 365 days a year.

The Solution includes:

• Center Marketing Kit with posters, table tents,
direct mail and more
• Manager’s Training and Procedures Manual
• Website Showcase
• QubicaAMF marketing training
and support

• Center Marketing Kit with posters, table tents,
direct mail and more
• 	Players Club Cards and Merchandising Kit
• Website Showcase
• QubicaAMF
marketing training
and support
Dottie San Martin,
General Manager,
University Bowl, TX
“Players Club is great for customer
relations. It shows our customers how
much we appreciate their business.”

The Web Reservations Solution includes:

John Losito,
Owner,
Sun Valley Lanes, NE
“I will have generated enough direct
income from online reservations to pay
for the Web Reservation Solution in 6
months...and that’s during our slower,
summer months.”
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BOWLAND

Give your bowlers more, for less.
If you’re looking for a smart long-term scoring solution
at a budget-friendly price, the search is over.
Infused with QubicaAMF expertise, Bowland is an
easily upgradeable system powered by field-proven
proprietary software. Combined with an industrial
strength hardware design, it offers the stability and
reliability that builds great bowling centers. Yours!

Features & Advantages:
Rich Graphical Content

Bowland offers over 300 “three-dimensional”
animations, with games featuring brilliant colors,
motion, shadows and sound. In short, it delivers big
on entertainment without the big price tag.

Seamless Integration

Bowland offers:
• 	Excellent versatility with a host of in-demand
games
• 	Proven QubicaAMF quality and reliability
• 	Superb overall value and a great ROI

Bowland integrates seamlessly with other QubicaAMF
products like MMS and TCS—which can be added
at anytime. And it also supports all Conqueror Pro
features. It’s the smart way to start down the road to
growing success.

Versatile Supported Formats

Bowland supports ten pin, five pin, duck pin and
candle pin formats.
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MULTI-MEDIA SYSTEM (MMS)

TROUBLE CALL SYSTEM (TCS)

Our Multi-Media System (MMS) lets you deliver
a wealth of real-time information to monitors
throughout your center. In-center marketing to
grow your business. Information to keep customers
updated and let them know when to go to their lane.
Real-time scores to keep the excitement going. All
help to enhance customer service and your center
management.

Can a pinspotter stop become the start of stellar
customer service? With the Trouble Call System (TCS)
from QubicaAMF it can.

Keep customers informed from anywhere in your center.

Our Multi-Media System offers:
• 	Price Menus
• 	Advertising Displays
• Waiting Lists
• 	League & Tournament Standings
• 	View Any Lane
• 	Strike Challenge
• 	Total Integration with Conqueror Pro
• 	Up to 5 Independent Video Outputs
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Improve customer service and operational performance.

The moment there’s a pinspotter problem, TCS
automatically alerts the mechanic’s wireless phone,
and the front desk, with an exact error message.
During the repair, the customer stays informed
through the overhead monitors. As soon as the repair
is complete, the customer is notified and can begin
bowling again—problem solved.

POSSIBLE SOURCE OF ERROR
PINSPOTTER

FRONT DESK

MECHANIC

ERRORS ENTER THE SYSTEM AND SIMULTANEOUSLY THE SYSTEM NOTIFIES

THE MECHANIC

FRONT DESK

TCS benefits include:
•	Less customer frustration
• Full access from wireless phone
• 	Proactive management of the pinspotters increasing
games-per-hour ratio
• 	Thorough error detection and tracking capability

PLAYER CONSOLE

The TCS
contacts
the mechanic
via
his wireless
handset

Front Desk is
advised that an
error has been
detected on a
certain lane.
All details about the
detected error, lane,
source, and total
downtime are saved
in the TCS database

THE CUSTOMERS

Via the scorer
monitors, customers
are advised that
an error has been
detected.
Customers are
advised that
the mechanic is
working on the
issue.
Customers are
advised that it’s
okay to continue.
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System Hardware

ON-LANE REDEMPTION

Unique in the bowling industry, QubicaAMF develops
all our own hardware for the systems we sell. This
approach gives us full control over the engineering,
software design and production process. And it gives
you the reliability, stability and longevity you need to
keep your business going—and growing.

Redemption games are increasingly popular among
today’s youth and open play bowlers, and are shown
to increase key areas of your business including party
business and F&B sales, along with open play bowling.

Driving your business, one ticket at a time.

The On-Lane Redemption system by QubicaAMF was
designed to integrate with the Bowler Entertainment
System and Conqueror Pro Management System,
to provide a complete, customizable solution for
managing your bowling center redemption activity.
It’s a perfect complement to your existing redemption
solution.

Consoles
QubicaAMF consoles have it all: sophisticated styling,
space-saving designs and supreme durability. So they
work hard, play hard and make a great addition to
your center.

Choose from:
• Micro I, Micro II and Micro Axe consoles
• Fly console
• 	LCD touchscreen-based Smile Arch and Smile Axe

On-Lane Redemption delivers:
• Increased revenue—driving customers to stay
longer in the center, with more games bowled
and increased F&B expenses
• Easy operation
• Full integration with QubicaAMF
systems, including TCS

Features & Advantages:
Total System Integration

To give you more revenue opportunities with fewer
headaches, this system integrates with our Conqueror
Pro management system, and can issue tickets linked
to all bowling games or events managed by BES. It
also ties into our Trouble Call System (TCS), advising
technicians and the front desk when a problem occurs,
or if tickets need to be reloaded.

Smart Operation

Our On-Lane Redemption system is well designed,
fully automated and totally convenient. It holds 4,000
tickets, which means fewer visits from the front desk.
And it’s also equipped with an LED that shows
operational status.
Scott Devers,
Mike Aubly’s Arrowhead
Bowl, IN
“We have seen a large increase in
bowlers using On-Lane Redemption,
then going directly into the game
room to spend more time and money.
Adding On-Lane Redemption is one
of the best decisions we have ever
made!”

MICRO I
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MICRO II

FLY

SMILE ARCH

SMILE AXE

Full Payout Control with Detailed
Reporting

Our On-Lane Redemption system also lets you set
the equivalent value for tickets, and evaluate payout
percentages versus revenue and much more. It puts
you in control.

MICRO AXE
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QUBICAAMF
ACCUVISION LCD 32”

Single wall mounting**,
One monitor application,
Two monitor application,
Three monitor application.

Single wall mounting**,
QUBICAAMF
*** One monitor application,
ACCUVISION LCD 42”
Two monitor application,
Three monitor application.
If you wish, you can also install your own standard, LCD or plasma TVs or
projector displays. BES is compatible with a variety of common video formats,
and works with the majority of LCD and plasma screens on the market today.
(Note: Bowland requires the use of an RGB video input.)
*

Features and technical specifications may differ from actual
product depending by countries
** Available only in the Americas
*** LCD 40” and 46” in the EMEA countries

ACCUVISION LCD MONITORS

Make a big production out of everything with new LCD monitors.
QubicaAMF AccuVision LCD monitors are designed to
dazzle and delight your players in ways others simply
can’t. Our AccuVision monitors are commercial-grade
displays built exclusively for the bowling industry.
Custom engineered to work seamlessly with all of our
scoring systems, they make sure your customers get
stunning video quality and stay entertained.

AccuVision monitors offer:
•	Stunning video quality that lasts for years
• Multi-monitor flexibility and creativity

Features & Advantages:
Advanced Functionality

offer video source and full channel selection, volume
level control, along with multi-lane monitor selection
and control.

Complete Flexibility

AccuVision monitors let you do it up big. Consider a
triple-overhead arrangement with the middle monitor
displaying ads, in-center promotions, TV shows,
league or tournament information, or our unique
global games.

QubicaAMF Installation and Support

Get professional, hassle-free installation and support
directly from QubicaAMF. We don’t want your
customers to miss a single exciting moment.

Along with power on/off, AccuVision LCD monitors

LEGACY PROGRAM

Small change, big impact!

QubicaAMF offers three smart options when
upgrading to new monitors—one just right for your
center, your vision, and your budget:

A Complete Upgrade Package

Get maximum entertainment value—and a great
deal—by purchasing our stunning AccuVision LCD
monitors, video conversion kits and supporting
brackets together.

from being distracted by a “jungle” of overhead wires
and hardware. Our special brackets and enclosures
provide a clean display.

Video Conversion Kit And Support
Brackets

Buying your own monitors? Get our Video Conversion
Kit by itself to ensure you’ll get the utmost from
your scoring system—including drink light and sound
support, automated power on/off, plus enhanced TV
control2.

Keep your center from looking cluttered after
purchasing your own monitors. Our Video Conversion
Kit and Support Brackets1 will keep your bowlers

Video Conversion Kit Only

1 Support brackets are compatible with most brands of monitors.
2 Applicable only to scoring systems offering these features.
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AccuVision LCD monitors are not available in all markets, in which case products of equivalent quality and features will be available.
Dimensions and configurations may differ from those shown.
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Pinspotters

Record speed. Unmatched Reliability.
Smarter Intelligence.
Pinspotters do much more than their name implies. They impact
the efficiency of your operation, set the pace of play, and drive
the overall satisfaction of your bowlers.
So make sure you go with QubicaAMF.
Designed with fewer moving parts to reduce wear and
maintenance, our XLi technology is the industry standard
for excellence. Built using state-of-the-art manufacturing
techniques, it delivers more games per hour, intelligent, trouble
free operation, plus lower energy consumption—frame after
frame, day after day.

We have a solution to meet your specific needs:
• 90XLi Pinspotter
• XLi Factory Reconditioned Pinspotter
• 90XL Factory Certified Select Pinspotter
• XLi Pinspotter Upgrade Kits
• 	TMS Ten Pin Pinspotter

Rod Harmon,
Facility Manager,
Thunder Bowl #1, IN

“The new XLi Technology has changed the
way mechanics interact with these machines.
With new functionality and features, fewer
moving parts and more computerized
technology, our work is so much simpler and
easier.”
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Charles Sullivan,
Owner,
Strike City lanes, AL

“I did a lot of research before choosing
the 90XLi over other machines. People
that had experience with your machines
and your competitor’s machines preferred
QubicaAMF machines time and time again.
I must say, so do I.”
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90XLi PINSPOTTER

Setting in the industry standard for smart, reliable performance.

The 90Xli stores 20 pins and is always
ready to spot a new set of pins.

The 90XLi out of range pin area is 1.44
times greater than competing machines,
so manual respots are rare.

More reliable, intelligent and innovative than any other
machine available. With self-monitoring and adjustment,
easy-to-follow diagnostics, and an informative bank of
light towers, the 90XLi delivers superior performance to
drive your operation and increase your profitability.

Dual Pit Lights

Look for:

This advanced pinspotter feature is ideal for
entertainment bowling businesses. When set in this
mode the pinspotter ignores off-spot pins and goes
directly into second ball, speeding up the game and
reducing potential for bowler interruption.

•	A smart design with fewer parts than the competition
• 	Energy efficiency to save you money
• Quiet operation
• 	The world’s quickest strike cycle—50% faster than the rest

Exclusive QubicaAMF Advancements

—like Smart Cycle, which goes into second ball without
cycling when bowlers throw a strike, gutter ball, or
down the seven or ten pin only; a Gripper Ball Lift, which
returns the ball to the bowler even under the heaviest
oil conditions; and our 20-Pin Durabin storage system to
reduce operational costs.

Advanced Safety Features

—like the Safety First Ball Trigger, which halts operation
if something other than a bowling ball moves under the
machine; or Emergency E-Stops for quick shutdowns in
case of an emergency.

Easy Diagnostics

Because fast resolutions save time and money, if the
90XLi detects abnormal events it alerts your mechanic
and immediately shows the issue on an LCD display.

01
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02

Table Reverse Capabilities

High Out-of-Range Pin Tolerance

Features & Advantages:

The 90Xli has a sleek,
unimposing
low profile

For increased efficiency, the 90XLi automatically
switches from white to black light right from the front
desk.

03

Pins sliding out of range can lead to interrupted play
and frustrated technicians. But the 90XLi has a higher
tolerance in this area than leading competitor machines.
It’s a difference you’ll appreciate every day.
01 90XLi uses an LCD diagnostic display and incorporates
machine light towers to alert mechanic of a possible
bowler interruption before bowler is aware.
02 Front desk control unit offers easy to use menus and realtime status display.
03 	Handheld unit with LCD display provides mechanic
chassis control at front of the machine.
04	Using dual sensors the XLi Safety First ball detector
accurately calculates ball speed and adjusts machine
start time.
05	Positive Ball Lift with Gripper system always returns balls
to the bowler.

04

05
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Factory Certified
Select Pinspotter

Factory Reconditioned Pinspotter

More than a piece of machinery, total peace of mind.
What’s the next best thing to having a brand new
XLi pinspotter operating in your center? Having a
high-quality XLi Factory Reconditioned Pinspotter.
These are the finest reconditioned pinspotters you
can get. Period.

If you are looking for a more affordable way to get a
pinspotter with XLi technology then look no further
than the XLi Factory Reconditioned Pinspotter!

AFTER

Machines are stripped down to
the bare frame to detect any metal
fatigue.

We use only top-quality genuine
QubicaAMF parts in the rebuilding
process.

BACK END

BEFORE

front end

QubicaAMF certified technicians strip the
machines down to the frame, clean, inspect,
lubricate, and replace all missing and worn items.
New XLi components are installed on the machines—
motors, gearboxes, chassis, wiring. Finally, they are
adjusted and set to factory specifications and tested
for proper operation.

Factory Reconditioning Process

A reliable, affordable pinspotter
solution.

We choose only the top pre-owned machines to start.
We inspect, clean and rebuild them from the frame
up, then adjust them to factory settings and test
thoroughly. The result is pure QubicaAMF quality—
and one smart investment.

Expert Reconditioning

We start with only the best pre-owned 82-90XL
pinspotters—selected by hand. And all work is strictly
done by our skilled, factory-trained technicians.

QubicaAMF Support
Old wiring and electrical
components are completely
removed.

Our factory-trained technicians
install new XLi components and
refresh wiring.

After your 90XL Factory Certified Select
Pinspotter is installed you’ll have full access
to all QubicaAMF tech support resources.

An Outstanding Warranty

distributor

90XL Factory Certified Select Pinspotters from
QubicaAMF not only offer superior performance but
assurance too.
Our rebuilt distributors include
all the latest QubicaAMF
design improvements.

The ball lift and its components
are inspected from top to bottom.

We add Gripper Kits to the Positive
Ball Lift system for trouble-free
operation.

The old steel bin is removed.

We install our innovative Durabin
for better pin distribution and lower
maintenance costs.

BIN

ball lift

Critical areas like the distributor
are given extra-special
attention.
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Pinspotter Upgrades

Give your machines a makeover,
and your operation a big efficiency
boost.
01

The difference between today’s and yesterday’s
pinspotter technology can be dramatic—less
maintenance and pin wear, greater energy savings,
faster strike cycles and happier bowlers. QubicaAMF
has made it easy and cost-effective for you to upgrade
your existing pinspotters and benefit from today’s
pinspotter technology.

Features & Advantages:
Simple Economics

Upgrading your old QubicaAMF pinspotters is a smart,
affordable alternative to buying new equipment. And
you’ll be amazed at the improvement in performance.

QubicaAMF XLi Technology
02
03

Bringing our state-of-the-art XLi Technology to your
82-70 or 82-90 machines means they’ll run faster,
operate more reliably, and cost less to maintain.

Genuine QubicaAMF Parts

It only makes sense. Don’t entrust the efficiency of
your center to anything less than top quality parts
from the people who designed your pinspotters
QubicaAMF.

04

TMS Ten Pin Pinspotter

A simpler pinspotter solution that
delivers big benefits.

Smart and simple, the TMS Ten Pin string machine
is ideal for those business models built on purely
entertainment bowling.

Take full advantage of:
•	Reliability brought by decades of experience
• 	Low maintenance, trouble-free operation
• 	Simple sophistication that builds profitability

Features & Advantages:
Fewer Moving Parts

Our TMS Ten Pin Pinspotter is engineered using an
absolute minimum number of moving parts—so
there’s less to go wrong.

Easy to Maintain

Due to its simplicity, the TMS Ten Pin Pinspotter is
easy to maintain and does not require the expense of
a traditional bowling mechanic.

Electronic Intelligence

The TMS Ten Pin control chassis provides full diagnostic
capabilities and an LCD display that will quickly show
you machine status.

01  	 XLi Technology Upgrade for 82-70 Pinspotters
Make your machines more reliable, use less energy, and cost
less to maintain.
02  	 XLi Technology Upgrade for 82-90 Pinspotters
Make your machines more reliable and cost less to maintain.
03 Durabin Upgrade Kit
Improve you pinspotter with better pin distribution, fewer
parts to maintain, and less opportunity for pin damage.
04 Gripper Positive Ball Lift Upgrade Kit
	Ensure the ball is always returned to the bowler regardless
of the oil conditions.
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LANES

Get the ball rolling—and business
booming—with QubicaAMF.
Lively, low-maintenance, high-impact lanes are what differentiate
a thriving, profitable bowling center. So don’t entrust your
success to anyone but the best—QubicaAMF. We’ve been
making the most durable synthetic lanes spanning 4 decades,
with over 50,000 installed worldwide.
Our products deliver the essential elements your business needs
to prosper—optimal ball reaction, more pin falls, higher scores
and happier bowlers.

Consider:
•	Superior Performance Lanes (SPL)
• MAD Lanes™
• DurbaBowl Bumpers
• 	Radaray Foul Detectors
• 	Express Model B Lane Machine
• 	Summit S-Series Lane Machine
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SPL LANES
The world’s most durable high-performance lane.
Old high-maintenance wooden and synthetic lanes
can drain dollars from your business, deprive bowlers
of the lively play they deserve, and make them want
to go elsewhere. But there’s a smart alternative.

The world’s most durable synthetic
lane, only SPL Lanes offers:
• 	Virtually zero lane maintenance expense
• 	The natural richness of wood
• 	Explosive pin action for higher scores, and happier
bowlers
• 	A worry-free long-term investment

Exclusive Features & Advantages:
Unmatched Durability

Superior Scoring Performance!

SPL Lanes are the most consistent, highest scoring
lanes in bowling. They also offer our exclusive
performance glow pattern for visual excitement
and clear targets under black light—without the
distractions or eye fatigue.
With its unique surface finishing that holds oil patterns
better, the UltraSlide textured approach matches the
“play” of wood, and provides a seamless slide area
that eliminates obstructions and the potential for
unsightly wear.

A 100% Satisfaction Guarantee!

SPL Lanes are 100% guaranteed. We have been
supporting our lane installations for 20+ years.

Highest Surface Wear Resistance

Over 39% higher than most, eliminating ball tracks
and poor conditioner adhesion.

Fewer Lane Joints

17% fewer joints than some competitor lanes. Plus,
the first joint is out of the normal ball impact zone.
This minimizes the potential of experiencing joint
damage from ball impacts.

Overlap Pin Deck

Our exclusive design prevents shifting and panel
damage.

Optimal installation

We always replace the worn ball impact section of
your old wooden lane with a new solid
underlayment. This ensures your new SPL lanes will
have the foundation necessary to provide you long,
trouble-free performance.
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Gerardo Pavone
Kingswood Lanes
“Our new SPL lanes are great, and
they are scoring high. The feedback
from our customers has been 100%
positive!”
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MAD LANES

The coolest lanes on earth.
When it comes to glow bowling, the lanes you choose
can create major excitement, attracting and keeping
players coming back for more fun.

MAD Lanes, the only glow bowling
product offering:
•	Unique high-impact visuals to bring in new and
repeat business
•	Great bottom-line durability
•	Performance features competitive bowlers will
love
•	A worry-free long-term investment

Great Performance For Your Players!

The distinguishable MAD board line pattern helps
players aim and target better so they knock down
more pins. A textured approach closely matches the
“play” of a real wood, for less “sticking” and a better
bowling experience. Plus, its seamless slide area
reduces disruptions, tripping, and unsightly wear over
time.

A 100% Satisfaction Guarantee!

In the event of a claim we’ll always replace the entire
panel. And it’s guaranteed to match.

Exclusive Features & Advantages:
The Best Visual Impact In Bowling

Unique, vibrant MAD designs deliver an exciting onlane experience bowlers will love, and the patterns
continue onto the approach for extra fun. Plus,
you can mix two different glow patterns to bring a
distinctive look to your center.

Exceptional Durability!
No Joint In Ball Impact Zone

—minimizing joint separation.

An Exclusive Overlap Pin Deck

—to prevent shifting and panel damage.

Optimal Installation

We always replace the worn ball impact section of
your old lane with a new solid underlayment.
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Lane Accessories
Durabowl Bumpers

Radaray Foul Detectors

Keep them out of the gutter and in
the game.

Keep your players from crying foul.

Ideal for kids, those with limited abilities, or players
who just want to have fun. Our DuraBowl Bumpers
haven proven themselves as the industry standard for
over a decade.

QubicaAMF’s Radaray Plus and Radaray XLi are the
world’s most trouble-free, cost-effective foul
detectors. Both Radaray models are low power users,
so they save you money.

They’re built with heavy-gauge steel uprights and
base. Plus, their reliable pneumatic auto-opening
mechanism is virtually maintenance-free. They take
fun and functionality to the next level.

And both have the features you
want and need:

Look for:
• Industry-best excellence
• 	Near maintenance-free performance
• 	Outstanding durability

Features & Advantages:
Outstanding Durability

• Install easily on top of the approach and align
quickly.
• 	The Radaray XLi is designed specifically to work
with XLi pinspotters. The Radaray Plus is designed
to work with all other pinspotter machines.
• 	Unit covers include LED foul indicators.
• Not sensitive to ambient light or dust particles,
eliminating false triggers.
• 	Virtually maintenance-free.

High-strength DuraBowl Bumper rails last longer and
provide a livelier bounce than others on the market.
That means more action for your bowlers and a
smarter investment for you.

Bowler Activated Response

DuraBowl Bumpers can be activated by lane from the
front desk, or by the bowler from the scoring console.
So it’s easy to give parties with players of different
skill levels the bumper control flexibility they need.

Color Selection

DuraBowl Bumper rails and gutters come in brown,
blue or gray to compliment your existing décor. They
not only add functionality to your lanes, but style to
your venue.

Xtreme Bumper Light Upgrade

Thrill your bowlers and add life to open play with
this colorful enhancement. These lights are not only
super-durable and easy to maintain, but work with
the bumpers up or down.
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MODEL B

EXPRESS MODEL B

Simple to use. Cleans quickly.
Oils consistently. Costs half the price.

SUMMIT S-SERIES

Fast. Reliable. Economical.Consistent.

The Express Model B Lane Machine is simple to use,
designed specifically for smaller centers and extremely
affordable.

The Summit S-Series can accurately apply more than
100 units of conditioner per lane in less than two
minutes. No longer will you have to condition your
lanes twice a day.

Half the price of other machines. Truth is, you just
don’t need all the bells and whistles those other
machines tack on. And you certainly don’t need the
added expense. All you really need is a machine that
cleans, oils and buffs consistently in a single pass.

The all variable spray system will clean your lanes
faster and better, no matter how much oil is on the
lanes. And, the patented conditioning technology
offers a wide variety of conditioning patterns to please
every type of bowler. The bottom-line?

The Express Model B provides:

The Summit S-Series makes your cleaning and
conditioning easier, faster and much more efficient.

• 	Easy access to all liquids
• 	A foolproof foam selection system
• 	Optical sensors for detecting the end of the lane
and the foul line
• 	A floating vacuum head to fit the contours of your
lanes
The Express Model B from QubicaAMF. Quick, reliable
and so efficient it can even polish your bottom line.
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Front End Products

Give your players an unforgettable
experience—again and again!
When your bowlers step onto the approach, that experience
leaves a lasting impression affecting the long-term success of
your business.
So let QubicaAMF make it memorable.
QubicaAMF front end products transform the entire atmosphere
of your center, bringing excitement, convenience and satisfaction
to every customer contact point. What’s more, they’re proven
performers, with modular designs that ensure easy upgrades—
and a smart long-term investment.

Consider:
• 	Options Ball Returns
• 	ProFile Ball Returns
• Masq Collection
• 	Video Masq
• 	Light and Sound Systems
• 	Lifestyle Furniture
• Quest Furniture
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Options Ball Return

Ball Returns

Keep filling the racks—and thrilling your bowlers.
High-performance. Low-maintenance. Top reliability.
And more than a little style.
The industry standard for good reason, our Options
and Profile Ball Returns keeps things moving on the
front end—and keep your mechanics from wringing
their hands.

Discover:
•	An outstanding return on investment
• Dependable operation—game after game
• 	Low-maintenance reliability

Features & Advantages:
Durable Power

QubicaAMF ball returns are built tough and engineered
to be strong, featuring heavy-duty solid state motors
capable of lifting five balls at a time. They’ll keep pace
with even your busiest periods of play.

Unique Smartpath™ Distribution

Ball Return Upgrades

Is your ball lift working fine and you just want to change
out your old hood and rack—for a more updated look
in your center? We have your solution.

High-Capacity Design

The sleek rack on both of these ball returns provides
storage for up to 11 balls. Plus, an optional lower ball
storage rack lets you store ten more.

Choice of Colors

—available with a black hood, or a glow-in-the-dark
gray hood and glow rails. Who said you can’t have
strength and style?

What makes Options ball returns
different?

•	They’re the only return with the motor and
control box above lane level for easy access and
maintenance.
• Ergonomically ideal, their ball rack height is five
inches above the industry standard, making them
well suited for bowlers of all ages

This innovative distribution system guarantees
alternate left/right ball placement for bowler
convenience. You’ll see far less wasted effort on the
approach.

Easy-to-Remove Hoods

These covers come off quickly, providing no-hassle
access to the power-lift for maintenance.

Profile Ball Return

Solid State Motor
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Control Box
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MASQ COLLECTION

Make an impression.

Are you looking to transform the look of your center?
Take a look at MASQ panels from QubicaAMF.
Our broad collection includes vibrant upper and
lower-tier masking, bright luminescent panels, and an
optional back-light system to enhance the graphics in
a non-Xtreme environment.
Choose from a host of exciting contemporary designs.
Or create your own. Either way, your customers are
sure to rave.

Easy Installation

From upper and lower-tier panels to the optional
back-light kit, MASQ installs easily. So you can
transform the entire feel of your center overnight.

Customization

Want to differentiate your venue with your own
special flair? No problem. QubicaAMF can print
custom MASQ designs using your artwork.

Discover:
•	A variety of designs to capture players’ attention
• Optional rear illumination to make the graphics
really pop

Features & Advantages:
Tilt-Open Design

To make sure the décor never disrupts business,
MASQ’s lower frame tilts open and allows easy access
to your pinspotter equipment.

Helpful Bowler Information

Displays first-ball and second-ball status on long-life
LEDs. Lane numbers are also shown in an easy-to-read
format.

Vibrant Glow

All our standard MASQ graphic panels glow under a
black light.

Back Light System
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POSTCARD LOWER

Silhouette Lower

POSTCARD UPPER

Silhouette Upper

CELEBRATION LOWER

LANDMARKS lower

CELEBRATION UPPER

LANDMARKS UPPER
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ELECTRICITY LOWER

SPIRIT Lower

ELECTRICITY UPPER

SPIRIT Upper

CLASSIC LOWER

PICASSO lower

CLASSIC UPPER

PICASSO UPPER
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Video MASQ Systems

Bring your center to life.

Today’s customers are immersed in a world of feature
films, live sporting events, the latest video games.
Now you can bring that same exciting experience
into your center with the Video MASQ System from
QubicaAMF.
Superior to standard systems, these high-definition
displays enhance image clarity and vividness. Flexible
operation lets you deploy only the screens you want.
Plus, the system is designed to fully integrate with the
MASQ unit and totally exceed your expectations.

Get ready to enjoy:
•	Enhanced clarity for stunning high-def results
•	Easy operation and maintenance
• 	A fully integrated, streamlined design

Features & Advantages:
A Streamlined, Fully Integrated Design

Smooth Screen-To-Screen Transition

There’s only a minimal 2.75” black border between
consecutive Video MASQ screens. So when your
customers look from lane to lane, all they’ll see is one
span of vibrant video.

Ceiling Mountable Video MASQ Screens

For those desiring bring the excitement of video and
media to their center without purchasing the complete
MASQ unit with video screen integrated, we offer the
video MASQ screen in a ceiling mountable version.

Commercial-Grade High-Definition
Projectors

We offer several styles of projectors to choose from.
All of our projectors are commercial grade, high
definition projectors that will provide the kind of
high-impact high-def entertainment your customers
demand.

The Video MASQ projector screen is custom designed
to integrate with the MASQ unit, eliminating
complexity and guesswork. Video MASQ screens
are motorized and integrated with the projector, so
they automatically lower/raise when the projector is
turned on/off.

16:9 Aspect Ratio

Our Video MASQ screens are 16:9 high definition
format, ideal for watching widescreen high-definition
video without unsightly blank bars above and below
the image.

Enhanced Clarity

QubicaAMF Video MASQ screens incorporate a special
“high-gain” coating that works with the projector to
deliver eye-opening clarity.
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LIGHT & SOUND SYSTEMS

Increase the entertainment
experience in your center.

QubicaAMF sets the standard in light and sound
systems for the bowling industry by delivering
innovative designs that help you create dynamic
environments within your center and provide your
customers with a unique bowling experience.

Features & Advantages:
New Designs

QubicaAMF works with you to create a light and sound
package specific to your business and the environment
you want to create. We keep current with the latest
in lighting and sound technology products, so we can
offer you the state-of-the-art.

Design Integration With Existing Systems

If you have existing light and sound equipment in your
center that you want to continue to use, and have
integrated with newer equipment we can help. In
addition, we can usually repair older light and sound
products that are broken or not working properly.

Ease Of Use

The systems we design are user friendly and
programmable. Managers can create (and password
protect) different “shows” to run at different times;
like evening and weekend “shows” that run in the
manager’s absence.
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Lifestyle Furniture

Give your bowlers style and comfort
they’ll come back for.
Our Lifestyle line of furniture offers the best of all worlds:
incredible comfort and functionality for your bowlers; supreme
durability for the businessperson in you; plus attractive eco-chic
styling.

Enjoy:
•	Total durability delivering a great ROI
• Comfort that keeps customers coming back
• 	Eco-smart designs with environmentally friendly finishes

Features & Advantages:
Cool, Contemporary Styling

Our Lifestyle line is designed for bowling centers and
entertainment facilities that want a warmer, higher-end look
and feel than traditional seating. Your customers will appreciate
the difference.

Excellent Durability

We’re talking solid wood veneer seating, plus heavy-gauge
aluminum and steel frames. Powder coat finishes. Stain-resistant
upholstery with high-density commercial-grade materials for
longevity. We’re talking more for your money.

Lasting Comfort

Lifestyle seat backs are a full 15.5” tall with contoured bottoms
for superior comfort. And upholstered pieces offer thick foam
padding for support. Your customers will want to relax and stay
awhile.

Rich Color Selection

These sofas and stools come in a palette of eye-catching colors,
while seating and tabletops are available in rich mahogany or
crisp maple to go with your existing décor, or give your place a
sophisticated new look.
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EXAMPLE LIFESTYLE
ENVIRONMENTS
Environment A

• Works for a 9ft (2.75m) or larger settee area
• 	Provides 4 seats and 1 table per lane
• 	Table surfaces promote food and beverage use
• 	Allows for additional seating behind the settee area

Environment B

• Designed for a 9ft (2.75m) or larger settee area
• 	Provides 3 seats and a beverage top per lane
• For larger settee areas you can add additional seats as space
allows
• 	Allows for additional seating behind the settee area
Environment A

Environment B

Environment C

• Works for 12ft (3.65m) or larger settee area
• 	Provides 4 seats and 1 table per lane
• 	Table surfaces promote food and beverage use
• 	Allows for ball storage and additional seating behind the
settee area

Environment D

• Designed for a 14ft (4.27m) or larger settee area
• 	Provides 4 seats and a table per lane
• 4-Seat Triangle Table shown; can substitute our 4-Seat
Rectangular Table
• 	Table surfaces promote food and beverage use
• 	Allows for additional seating and ball storage behind the
settee area
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Environment C

Environment D
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Example Lifestyle
Environments
Environment E

• Designed for a 12ft (3.65m) or larger settee area
• 3-seat upholstered sofa shown (2-seat and 4-seat sofas
available)
• Coffee table provides surface for food and beverage
• Ideal layout for the entire center or for smaller “boutique”
sections within a center
• 	Exclusive QubicaAMF Party Tables - provide additional
seating and table surface; allow flexibility by swiveling
together to create a large tables for parties and corporate
events (socialization); swivel apart to open up the concourse
area during regular bowling
Environment E

Environment F

• Designed for a 14ft (4.27m) or larger settee area
• 3-seat upholstered sofa shown (2-seat and 4-seat sofas
available)
• Coffee table and End tables provide surface for food and
beverage
• Ideal layout for the entire center or for smaller “boutique”
sections within a center
• 	Allows for ball storage and additional seating behind the
settee area

Tale Top Standard Colors
Acajou Mahogany

Amber Maple

Environment F

Sofa and Stool Top Standard Colors
Dune

Italina Tan

Chestnut

Carmine

Pine Green

Black

Environment G

• Designed for a 14ft (4.27m) or larger settee area
•	Provides 4 seats per lane
• 	Seats are upholstered for comfort
• Coffee table provides surface for food and beverage
• Divider panels between lane pairs provide a sense of privacy
and personal space
• Ideal layout for the entire center or for smaller “boutique”
sections within a center
• 	Allows for ball storage and additional seating behind the
settee area

Chair and Stool Top Standard Colors
Sand

Saffron

Orange Kist

Cherry

Amethyst

Eggplant

Pine Forest

Grammy Smith

Dove

Black

Sapphire

Upholstered furniture products are not available in EU countries.
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Environment G
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Quest Furniture

Your journey for smart seating ends here.
Whether a couple of players, a party, a league, or a large
tournament, your furniture must serve you and your customers
well. So think Quest from QubicaAMF.
With a range of options designed for centers looking for more
traditional seating, Quest quality includes seat frames of heavygauge steel and aluminum, finished in durable powder coat
paint.

Count on:
•	A perfect blend of form and functionality
• QubicaAMF quality and durability
• 	Versatile layouts to optimize play and your floor plan

Features & Advantages:
Variety of Layouts

Our Quest furniture family offers a full range of sensible seating,
tables and ball storage options to let you create a layout that suits
your facility “flow” and business model best. Your customers will
experience the difference. And so will you.

Proven Durability

You can trust Quest furniture as a solid investment that will hold
up through the busiest seasons year after year.

Standard Glow Seats and Table Tops

The seats and table tops in the Quest collection glow vibrantly
when the lights go down.
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Example QUEST
Environments
Environment A

• Works for a 9ft (2.75m) or larger settee area
• 	Provides 4 seats and 1 table per lane
• 	Table surfaces promote food and beverage use
• 	Allows for additional seating behind the settee area

Environment B

• Designed for a 9ft (2.75m) or larger settee area
• 	Provides 3 seats and a beverage top per lane
• For larger settee areas you can add additional seats as space
allows
• 	Allows for additional seating behind the settee area
Environment A

Environment B

Environment C

• Works for 12ft (3.65m) or larger settee area
• 	Provides 4 seats and 1 table per lane
• 	Table surfaces promote food and beverage use
• 	Allows for ball storage and additional seating behind the
settee area

Environment D

• Designed for a 14ft (4.27m) or larger settee area
• 	Provides 4 seats and a table per lane
• 4-Seat Triangle Table shown; can substitute our 4-Seat
Rectangular Table
• 	Table surfaces promote food and beverage use
• 	Allows for additional seating and ball storage behind the
settee area
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Environment C

Environment D
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Mini-Bowling

Our scaled down solution can really punch
up your profits.
If you’re looking to bring an exciting new revenue stream to your
venue without adding lots of space, maintenance and manpower,
mini-bowling is just the ticket.
And QubicaAMF is the way to go.
Combining the allure of ten-pin play with the innovation,
advanced technology and design QubicaAMF is known for, our
Highway 66 attraction is a magnet for people and parties. All
in all, a reduced footprint, swift ROI and variety of automated
payment options make this small system a big money maker

Modernize your existing bowling lanes with
Highway 66. It’s fast and easy.
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Highway66 Mini-Bowling

Put your center on the road to bigger profits.
More than a game, this mini-attraction offers mega
benefits like fast games and revenues. With no special
shoes, special equipment or dedicated technician
needed, you just set it up and wait for the crowds of
happy customers.

Turkey Shoot

Highway66 stands atop thousands of R&D hours,
delivers trouble-free operation with a state-of-the art
string pinspotter and synthetic lanes, and reflects our
15 years in the marketplace with 3,000+ lanes running
worldwide.

Glow in the Dark Lanes

Get ready to enjoy:

Step away and watch the profits roll in with handsfree payment methods that include coin or front desk
control, a bill acceptor, debit card interface, or ticket
redemption.

•	The world’s most popular scaled down bowling
experience
• Fast, reliable performance plus low maintenance
•	A long lifecycle and very attractive ROI

Features & Advantages:

This very fast walk-up game is irresistible, and wellsuited to high-traffic venues. High profits too. Players
get to throw three to five balls at a full set of pins and
compete for a mega prize.

Light up your center and let the party begin with
glowing lanes, pins and balls.

Multiple Payment Options

Exciting Extras

Outfir your Highway66 setup LCD monitors, electric
bumpers, plus coordinated furniture and signage.
QubicaAMF has everything you need to make this
solution a success.

On Lane Advertising

Supercharge your revenues by promoting your center
or other local businesses through colorful onscreen
pop-up marketing. A real money-maker.

Tenpin Tour Game

Thrill your players with this highway-based game. It
offers a series of tricky stops and bonuses adding to
the challenge of traditional tenpin play. And it’ll keep
them coming back for more.
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Smart Ball System with
COMFORT FIT GRIP™

Typical
Ball

The world’s most comfortable
house ball system.

The third biggest reason recreational bowlers stop
bowling is due to broken nails, blisters and fatigue.
This could spoil any bowler’s fun leaving you short a
game or two and possibly hinder repeat business.
Designed to speed ball selection, increase turnover
and revenue, the Smart Ball System includes color
coordinated balls with the weights engraved on both
sides, a fitting desk chart and the exclusive fitting ball
with stand.

Comfort
Fit Grip™

50% More Bevel
100% More Comfort

QubicaAMF’s patent pending, exclusive bevel is
50% larger than competitors. This speeds selection,
increases comfort and reduces hand fatigue-making
the bowler experience and accuracy even better.
Maybe they’ll stay and bowl an extra game or two!
1. 	Get Fitted...
2. 	Select your ball...
3. ...and you’re on the lanes!
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Rental Shoes

Put your bowlers in our comfortable rental shoes
and watch them bowl longer.
Your bowlers will appreciate our rental shoes for their
comfort, quality, and style. You’ll like the value and
versatility. All of our rental shoes have rugged 360
genuine Goodyear welt construction, heavy-duty
glow laces and glow eyelets, and a padded collar.
For better inventory control and flexibility, all our
rental shoes are prominently marked on the heel with
both men’s and women’s sizes for easier substitution
by staff.

SUPERVALUE

Available in Unisex sizes 5-14.
Six-month limited warranty

PREMIUM

Available in Men’s sizes 5 - 18 & Women’s sizes 5 - 12.
1 year warranty.

VELCRO®

RENTAL SHOE CoNSTRUCTION Features:
UPPERS:
•	Premium shoe - Full grain cowhide
•	Velcro shoes - Durable cowhide
•	SuperValue - Dirt-resistant, easy to clean PVC
LINING:
•	PVC to prevent cracking and increase resistance
to shoe sprays
GLOW LACES:
• Work boot quality laces
GLOW EYELETS:
•	Low carbon steel: higher strength to prevent
pulling through
HEEL:
•	High grade rubber ensures less marking
• Consistent slide
GOODYEAR WELT:
•	Genuine Goodyear welt
•	Shoe industry standard
• 360° stitched & glued
SECURITY DEVICE:
•	Standard on all Premium shoes – works with
Sensomatic® door sensor

Available in Unisex Adult sizes 5-14, Youth sizes 1-4.5,
and Children sizes 6-13

Supervalue shoes available in USA only
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pins
AMFlite II.

The standard by which all pins
are judged.
AMFlite II pins are the industry leader in
quality, scoring and durability due to our unique
manufacturing process.
Our lock-in nylon base, which set the industry
standard, stays in place for the life of the pin and
reduces pin sliding.
AMFlite II Pins are made in the USA from the finest
hard maple lumber and stored in a special predryer
before kiln drying in-house, for a more durable
resilient core.

Birthday Pins
Birthday bowling is one of the
fastest growing promotions in
the industry. Present the guest
of honor with a special Birthday
Pin from QubicaAMF, and turn
today’s young bowlers into
tomorrow’s customers. Our all
new multi-color birthday pin is
sure to excite. Or, choose our
entry level birthday pin. Made
from a refurbished core and
recoated in Surlyn with a
one-color logo, we have a
pin to fit every price range.

Pinnacle
Engineered based upon the
industry’s best-selling pin, the
AMFLite II, and then enhanced
with a 50 percent increase in
Surlyn thickness in the ball impact
area to reduce core compression
and extend pin life. The pin
features a specially formulated
lock-in, black base to reduce pin
sliding and is manufactured
from clear, straight grain,
white maple. The AMFLite
Pinnacle comes with a
two-year or 10,000 game
warranty.

Compression Molded Surlyn provides the use of a
stiffer resin. This allows a thinner, more uniform
coating and a larger core size, which increases
neck strength and results in better scoring and
fewer neck fractures.
Customized triple-application topcoat
process offers better performance in all
machines and a longer life with improved
appearance.
Small weight control holes provide pin
consistency, resulting in consistently
higher scores.
The AMFlite one year or 5,000 game
warranty guarantees complete
customer satisfaction.

Themed Birthday Pins
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Custom Logo Pin

Trophy Pin
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